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C# for Java DevelopersMicrosoft Press, 2002
The similarities between C# and Java are immediate and obvious, but Java programmers need to overcome certain challenges before they can get up to speed with C#. The expert authors of this title have written the perfect guide to help Java developers move past pitfalls and learn to make use of C#.The authors demonstrate the syntactical and...
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Tony Redmond's Microsoft Exchange Server 2003: with SP1 (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Tony Redmond does it again!  He provides detailed real-world information that will make you an expert on Exchange 2003. This book is a clear, to-the-point source of information filled with sound practical advice. Whether you're new to Exchange or upgrading your existing Exchange
systems, this detailed guide can help you tap all the power,...
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Mac OS X Leopard BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get up to speed on Mac OS X Leopard with this in-depth guide
    The beauty of Leopard is that there is so much more than meets the eye, including over 300 new enhancements and its ability to run on both Intel PCs and PowerPC Macs. This comprehensive reference is your best guide on how to tame this powerful new cat. You'll find...
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Let’s Build a Multiplayer Phaser Game: With TypeScript, Socket.IO, and PhaserApress, 2018

	
		Create a fully working multiplayer game from scratch using TypeScript, Socket.IO, and the community edition of Phaser.js. You will achieve amazing feats in the browser without having to install any software. This book teaches you how to use the Phaser game engine APIs to tap into physics, and how to utilize HUD information and...
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Google Glass For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	A full-color guide to everything you need to know about Google Glass! With this easy-to-use guide, you can wear your Google Glass with confidence! From setup and configuration, to learning how to tap into the amazing features of Google Glass, this book has it all. Soon you'll be taking photos and video, accessing the display, using the...
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21 Leaders for The 21st CenturyMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	With a client list that includes Motorola, Daewoo, AT&T, and Volvo, Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner are considered today’s most knowledgeable, innovative management consultants. In 21 Leaders for the 21st Century, they tap into the wisdom of high-performing leaders from around the globe—from Michael Dell to...
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Practical Ruby for System Administration (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2007
Ruby has set the world on fire, proving itself a serious challenger to Perl and Python in all spheres. In particular, more and more people are discovering that Ruby's flexibility, superb feature set, and gentle learning curve make it a natural choice for system administration tasks, from the humblest server to the largest enterprise deployment....
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Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2009
From first installation to advanced image manipulation techniques, Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition explains how anyone can utilize The GIMP: a free, open source image manipulation program. You will learn how to install The GIMP on Windows, Linux, and MacOS X platforms. Once you’ve installed the...
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Advances in Mobile Commerce TechnologiesIGI Global, 2003
As the number of mobile device users increases rapidly and exceeds that of PC users by a large margin, conducting business and services over these mobile devices, also known as mobile commerce is becoming very attractive and is expected to drive the future development of electronic commerce. To tap the potential of mobile commerce, application...
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Flash Professional CS5 Advanced for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Flash is one of the most pervasive technologies
	on the Web, delivering interactive
	and immersive multimedia. Leading corporate
	Web sites use its streamlined graphics
	to communicate their brands, major motion
	picture studios promote theatrical releases
	with Flash video, and online news and educational
	sites provide rich user...
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Computer BussesButterworth-Heinemann, 2000
Computer Busses is a comprehensive guide to busses, from the high-level software interface to the low-level, electrical characteristics and helps readers choose the most appropriate bus for each particular application. The author uses a top-down approach and organizes his presentation into five main areas:  PC interfaces, Local busses,...
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Game Coding Complete, Third EditionCharles River, 2009

	I had been playing the Ultima series of games by Richard Garriott since I was in high school, and I was a die-hard fan. Every game he published, I played all the way through, from Ultima I on the Apple ][ to Ultima V on the IBM PC. Ultima VI came out right as I graduated from college, and I noticed that the contact information for Origin...
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